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Isaiah k3:3, "I gave Egypt for thy ransom".

I see from all these that it covers the price of either covering or

Student - -

Num. 35: I still don't see why you say it's cover rather

than wash. Student -because they use oil. In Psalm - I shall prge

the bribe covers the eyes. Oh, I see, you mean ther's a specific

case where it says that the bribe covers the eyes? I Sam. 12:3, "...or

of whose hand have I received any bribe to blind mine eyes therewith?

and I will restore it you."

Isa. ? "Repugnance with death shall be disannulled", "Repugnance

with death shall be covered, shall be washed away." In fact let's

look at the context of that. This is interesting. Isa. 28:17, "the

hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies, and the waters shall over

flow the hiding lace. l8- and your covenant with death shall be

washed away (disannulled)..." Now doesn't that fit there much better

than cover? Your covenant with death will be covered. When the over

flowing scourge shall pass through... It should be washed away, the

waters and everything fit much better than cover, doesn't it?

8 to 8-3/k........

Mst of these words are apt to start a common ideas (?), like you

take a (%), I will not at this time ... Actually it's the Latin

.00 they'll influence. They'll influence the sound. Now most....

washing leaves a completely .... God gives us the heart...

But despite this influence-, it's related to cover quite probably.

Get some idea of cover, know my question is, is it the idea of cover

or wash? ...Now if it is wash, then cover is the verb.

Student --- That's all very well, but I mean if it is, don't

bring cover,, but if it's cover 10 to 10-.
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